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Dear Parents and Carers,
Welcome back! After what was a different but equally enjoyable holiday the students appear to
be very happy to have resumed school. On Monday, I performed a whole school attendance
check and it was just over 60% - each day it has increased and we now sit at 71%. Given all
the COVID 19 events of the last month or two we are very happy with these figures.
A special thank you to all the parents who have complied with the stay off school grounds
directive - it has been a lot easier with your assistance and we appreciate it. In fact parents
have enjoyed saying goodbye at the gate as it promotes independence however it is always
benefical, especially in the ECE to have parents in the classroom to share the learning journey.
Learning Program - Week 3
With all classes fully functioning our priority is now the face to face teaching of students. We
still have printed work pages available as well as online material however parents are asked to
request work via the front office if required.
Also, we purchased (one per family) a set
of sports equipment for students to practise
at home. Please collect from Ms Amy or Ms
Jacinta ASAP if not done so already!
School Board
As soon as decisions are made by the
Department of Education and clear
direction is provided the School Board will
meet. Hopefully this will occur soon so that
“normal business: can resume. Stay tuned!
Where to from here?
At the end of Week 3 we expect to receive directions that will guide us but until then we are
open for business with parents able to choose whether their children attend or “home school”.
Therefore expect a post on our Facebook site and also our school web page next Friday. Also
some teachers will post on their Seesaw page if they feel reinforcement of the message will be
beneficial.
Kind Regards
Paul Neates
Principal
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As with the School Board, the P&C are waiting for
direction and ready to swing into action as soon as
possible. The committee is keen to re-open the
Canteen however plenty of support will be needed if
this is to happen. A meeting, including the AGM,
Is being planned for May 18th if decisions made
next Friday permit - I will keep you posted.

Week 3
Be Resilient and Strong
Try to solve problems yourself first

Week 4
Be Safe
Report any problems or incidents to
staff members

Well Done
Kianah-Lee Staines
And
Uzziel Lafuente

For excellent work in Maths Arrays
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Ngaji gurrjin!
current season: Wirralburu
After the short season of Marrul which brought wirdu nagula (big tides),
gundurungu (mangrove fruit), jaburr (fog/dew) and gardu flowers (gum tree)
we welcome the wind change season Wirralburu. In this short season we feel the
first of the cold winds bundurr blowing and everyone is fishing for walgawalga
(salmon).

A lot has happened so far in 2020.
With all of that change and uncertainty it is easy to become overwhelmed.
This term I will share some short mindfulness exercises that can help us to manage
some of our big feelings, worries or memories.
MINUTE MINDFULNESS:
Set a time for one minute and focus on what is happening right now.
What can you see?
What can you hear?
What can you smell?
What can you touch?
Mindfulness is like a muscle, a little bit of practice everyday will make it stronger.
As you get stronger, try setting a timer for 2 or 3 minutes.
Tamara Combe
Chaplain
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